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In this supplementary material, we provide additional detail
of our proposed dataset SIFR and proposed method QAG-
Net. These include:
• Additional statistical analysis of our proposed SIFR

dataset in Sec. 1.
• Further implementation details and ablation analysis of

our proposed QAGNet in Sec. 2.
• More qualitative comparison images between our pro-

posed QAGNet and other saliency ranking methods in
Sec. 3.

1. Proposed SIFR Dataset
We propose SIFR, which to the best of our knowledge is the
first large-scale saliency ranking dataset using real human
fixations. Here, we provide further details of our proposed
dataset.

1.1. Fixation Stability Over Time

In our proposed dataset, we conduct a ’freeviewing’ task us-
ing an eye-tracking system to observe the viewing habits of
a group of eight participants. As the process of gaze record-
ing was spread over six months, it is important to ensure that
fixations across the participants were consistent during this
time. Each individual participant completed their recording
sessions within 3 weeks. Analysis of common eye move-
ment metrics such as average fixations per second are stable
across the 3 week period. Fig. 1 shows fixation rates are sta-
ble both within a subset of 200 images, and across the data
collection period.

1.2. Statistics on Instance Number

In Tab. 1, we present summary statistics on the instance
number for the ASSR dataset [6], IRSR dataset [5] and our
proposed dataset. As can be seen, our proposed dataset
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Figure 1. Average number of effective fixation events per second
in batch 1 (week 1) and batch 30 (week 3) across 8 participants.

has the highest average instance number (6.22) per image
and the same median instance number (5) per image as the
ASSR dataset. The more salient instances per scene poten-
tially bring more challenges to saliency ranking models.

1.3. Statistics on Category Distribution

In Fig. 2, we provide the category distribution statistics on
our proposed SIFR dataset and ASSR dataset in 12 super-
categories out of 80 classes in MS-COCO dataset [4]. It can
be found the ’person’ category occupies the highest percent-
age in both datasets, followed by the ’animal’ class in our
dataset and ’vehicle’ class in ASSR dataset respectively. In
our dataset, there are many challenging scenes containing
crowds of people and groups of animals, raising the percent-
age of ’person’ and ’animal’ categories above that of than
other classes. Differences in salient objects between our
SIFR dataset and ASSR dataset may also be due to the dif-
ferent data modalities: real human fixations captured in our
dataset rather than mouse-trajectory data utilized in ASSR,
which may yield distinct salient object distributions across
categories.
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Datasets Avg Instance # Per Image Median Instance # Per Image

ASSR [6] 4.30 5
IRSR [5] 3.36 3

Ours 6.22 5

Table 1. Statistics for three SRD datasets on average and median
instance number per image.
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Figure 2. Category distributions of ground-truth salient objects on
our proposed SIFR dataset and ASSR dataset [6]. Note there is no
category information on publicly available IRSR dataset [5].

1.4. Statistics on Foreground Size

In Tab. 2, We present additional detailed foreground size
statistics to supplement to Fig.3 (b) in the main paper. We
define foreground size as the total percentage of pixels
within all salient objects for each image. Our dataset com-
prises more images with small foreground size, potentially
bringing more complexity to saliency ranking models. We
also show both the maximum and minimum foreground size
ratios across each dataset. Both ASSR and IRSR dataset
contain several images with the max foreground size ra-
tio being 1.00. This phenomenon typically arises due to
images that are contaminated by the background being la-
beled as a salient object, as depicted in Fig. 3. In these
cases, the salient object segmentation is not limited to the
actual foreground objects but also includes the background
that contributes to the ranking ground truth. This influ-
ences the task of correctly identifying and ranking the ac-
tual salient objects and may confound the learning of rela-
tive saliency ranking models, potentially undermining their
generalizability and performance in real-world applications.
Such cases also reflect that both ASSR dataset and IRSR
dataset highly rely on the accuracy of MS-COCO [4] and
SALICON [3] datasets. In our SIFR dataset, we remove,
add or refine annotations as appropriate to ensure that all
observed salient objects possess high-quality annotations
without background.

2. Proposed QAGNet

We provide a strong baseline, QAGNet, for our proposed
SIFR dataset. The source code will be made publicly avail-

Datasets #Images #Images of Foreground Sizes Max Ratio Min Ratio
Large Medium Small

ASSR [6] 11500 4062 5855 1583 1.00 0.01
IRSR [5] 8988 3818 4535 635 1.00 0.01

Ours 8389 1292 5202 1895 0.84 0.01

Table 2. Statistics for three SRD datasets on foreground size and
foreground size ratio. Large: (foreground size ≥ 30%), Medium:
(5% ≤ foreground size ≤ 30%), Small: (foreground size ≤ 5%).

ASSR Images ASSR Ground Truths
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Figure 3. Examples in ASSR dataset [6] and IRSR dataset [5],
where that ground truths are contaminated by the background.

able after the review process. Here, we provide further ab-
lation studies on QAGNet.

2.1. GAT Attention Head Number in GRG

We apply GAT [8] for edge calculations and feature aggre-
gation in our proposed tri-tiered nested graph. In Tab. 3, we
present the analysis of the GAT attention head number K
within the Global Relationship Graph (GRG) in hidden and
output layers, where the GRG is responsible for incorporat-
ing multi-scale features and providing robust ranking-aware
information to the ranking head. In each Single Scale Graph
(SSG) and Multi-Scale Graph (MSG), we conduct a single
GAT layer, while in GRG, GAT layers are designed to in-
dependently replicate K times to capture enriched features
with the outputs feature-wise aggregated. Considering SOR
metric does not penalize the missing objects, we choose
one-head and eight-head GAT in our hidden layers and out-
put layer respectively (setting III), which demonstrate the
best performance in SA-SOR and MAE. We note here, how-
ever, that our network design is robust to this choice of pa-
rameters, and shows good performance across the range.

2.2. Dropout Rate in GAT

We explore different dropout rate settings in GAT layers in
Tab. 4 for a one hidden layer QAGNet. We choose dropout
rate 0.2 (setting III) in our proposed QAGNet considering it
provides slightly higher performance in SASOR.



Setting GAT Head Number K in GRG SASOR ↑ SOR ↑ MAE ↓
Hidden Layer Output Layer

I 1 1 0.6057 0.7715 0.0440
II 1 4 0.6042 0.7721 0.0443
III 1 8 0.6086 0.7736 0.0439
IV 1 16 0.6019 0.7654 0.0446
V 4 8 0.6066 0.7737 0.0442
VI 8 8 0.6073 0.7751 0.0441

Table 3. Ablation analysis on the GAT [8] attention head number
in GRG based on one hidden layer QAGNet.

Setting GAT Dropout Rate SASOR ↑ SOR ↑ MAE ↓
I 0 0.6069 0.7701 0.0441
II 0.1 0.6070 0.7714 0.0441
III 0.2 0.6086 0.7736 0.0439
IV 0.3 0.6078 0.7722 0.0438
V 0.4 0.6049 0.7684 0.0442

Table 4. Ablation analysis on the dropout rate in GAT [8] based
on one hidden layer QAGNet.

Setting Initialization Method SASOR ↑ SOR ↑ MAE ↓
I Random 0.6106 0.7872 0.0438
II Average 0.6119 0.7899 0.0437

Table 5. Ablation analysis on the initialization method for feature
representatives based on two hidden layer QAGNet.

2.3. Representatives Initialization Method

We leverage different query features from a transformer de-
tector into a novel graph architecture for saliency ranking
detection. In this process, our QAGNet gradually learns the
feature representatives {R32, R64, R128} in Single Scale
Graphs (SSGs) and Z in Multi-Scale Graphs (MSGs). In
Tab. 5, we explore the different initialization methods for
these feature representatives, where setting I adopts a ran-
dom initialization method while setting II applies the aver-
age method as used in our model. Different initialization
methods have relatively similar performance, where setting
II is slightly better. This demonstrates the robustness of our
proposed method using different initialization methods.

3. Further Qualitative Comparison
In the main paper, we have presented the qualitative com-
parison between our proposed QAGNet and other saliency
ranking methods (RSDNet [2], ASSR [6], IRSR [5], SOR
[1] and OCOR [7]) on our proposed SIFR dataset. Here,
we show further qualitative comparison on IRSR [5] dataset
and ASSR [6] dataset in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively.
Across these datasets we see a variety of diverse scenarios,
and we can see that the performance of our proposed QAG-
Net remains strong. It can be seen that our proposed method
adapts well to the varied saliency ranking approaches used

across the datasets, where the ASSR dataset uses human
attention shift, and the ISSR dataset uses maximum value
within the saliency map per instance.
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Figure 4. Qualitative comparison on IRSR dataset.
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Figure 5. Qualitative comparison on ASSR dataset.
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